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Collection Overview

Repository: Smithsonian Institution Archives, Washington, D.C., osiaref@si.edu
Title: Productions
Identifier: Accession 09-039
Extent: 0.5 cu. ft. (1 document box)
Creator: Smithsonian Productions
Language: English

Administrative Information

Prefered Citation
Smithsonian Institution Archives, Accession 09-039, Smithsonian Productions, Productions

Access Restriction
Restrictions pertaining to the use of these materials may apply (based on contracts/copyright). Access restrictions may also apply if viewing/listening copies are not currently available. Viewing/listening copies can be made for a fee. Contact reference staff for details.

Descriptive Entry

This accession consists of audiovisual materials produced by Smithsonian Productions and its predecessor, the Office of Telecommunications. Productions in this accession include "Children in Museums" and "The Smithsonian is for Kids." "Children in Museums" was produced in conjunction with the Children in Museums International Symposium organized by the Office of Museum Programs in 1979. Records also document educational programming such as puppet shows and the Discovery Theater, part of the Smithsonian Associates, Young Associates Program. Materials include masters, mixes, safety copies, and copies on a variety of videotapes, 16 mm magnetic tape, and 1/4” audiotapes.

Names and Subject Terms

This collection is indexed in the online catalog of the Smithsonian Institution under the following terms:

Subjects:
Museums -- Educational aspects
Museums -- Public relations
Museums and children
Types of Materials:
  Audiotapes
  Sound recordings
  Videotapes

Names:
  Children in Museums International Symposium
  Smithsonian Associates, Young Associates Program, Discovery Theater
  Smithsonian Institution, Office of Museum Programs

Preferred Titles:
  *Children in Museums (Video recording)*
  *The Smithsonian is for Kids (Video recording : 1978)*
Container Listing

Box 1

Box 1 of 2  Latimer Puppets Performance, Full Mix, 39:00, 3/15/1999, Betacam SP

Box 1 of 2  Latimer Puppets Performance, Color Corrected Master, 39:00, 3/15/1999, Betacam SP

Box 1 of 2  Latimer Puppets Performance, Not color corrected, 39:00, 3/15/1999, Betacam SP

Box 1 of 2  "Children in Museums," Copy, 3/4" U-matic

Box 1 of 2  Smithsonian Discovery Theater, Episode 1-1983, 3/4" U-matic


Box 1 of 2  "The Smithsonian is for Kids," Magnetic Mix, 5/16/1978, 16 mm

Box 2

Box 2 of 2  Latimer Puppets Performance, Color Corrected Master, 11:40, 3/11/1999, Digital Betacam S


Box 2 of 2  Children's Audition, Tape #3, In Smithson's Crypt as Scientists, On Lawn Arguing, Walking on Mall, 4/25/1985, U-matic S

Box 2 of 2  Balloon Puppet Show, Final Mix, 1/4" audiotape

Box 2 of 2  Children's Program, Safety Copy, 1/4" audiotape

Box 2 of 2  Balloon Puppet Show, First mix, 1/4" audiotape